
Summary Of Continuation Patterns

• Price action as it moves through order flow over time can form specific patterns on the price chart 
through specific market moves.

• These patterns occur typically following strong market moves which see the market move into a period 
of consolidation where two levels will be found (Support & Resistance) we then wait for an anticipated 
breakout signal. This will give us a signal the market is ready to move out of consolidation and back into 
trend.

• Each pattern presented is dependent on the specific moves seen in price action itself.
• Continuation patterns present a setup that if fulfilled i.e. we see a valid breakout can signal a 

continuation move.
• These patterns occur during the consolidation as the market has expanded it begins to 

contract/consolidate before expanding again.
• They can present high probability trading scenarios as they are both frequent and predictable.
• The three patterns we have looked at are; Flag patterns, Pennant patterns & Triangle patterns.

• Remember continuation patterns signal that following a pause in directional market movement that 
when the signal is made we could be about to see the market move in that direction once again.

• Easy to identify as we are only looking for specific market moves to form specific patterns.
• Along with strong signals to what the market might do next we can also predict where prices could 

extend up or down into depending on what pattern is play.



Summary Of Continuation Patterns

The pro’s/advantages to continuation patterns;

• Continuation patterns signal that following a pause in directional market movement that when the 
signal is made we could be about to see the market move in that specific direction once again prior the 
consolidation phase, as they setup in line with the market bias.

• They are simple to identify as we are only looking for specific market moves to form specific patterns.
• Along with strong signals to what the market might do next we can also predict where prices could 

extend up or down into depending on what pattern is play.
• They are frequent in nature because of order flow i.e. how the market moves.
• Predictable as all patterns are to an extent so we can make a strong prediction to what might happen 

next.
• We can create specific principles that act as entry reasons to how and when we get involved i.e. the 

breakout signal.



Summary Of Continuation Patterns

The cons/disadvantages to continuation patterns;

• Continuation patterns are not absolute and do not work every time i.e. when one begins to form it does 
not mean it will be fulfilled. They can fail.

• False breakouts can occur, where when price action does make what appears to be a valid breakout at 
the time but that signal can turn into a false breakout.

• This can make them hard to trade at times, as traders find them frustrating as you only realise it’s a 
false breakout by the time you might be already involved if you trade them aggressively.

• They can be tricky to figure out exactly where your stop-loss will be (I will cover stop-losses later on).
• Each time a pattern is presented it will always be different they are never exactly the same twice, so 

they can be harder to trade consistently. That is why you need to make sure your principles are 
concrete and can be repeated.


